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Nematic liquid crystals: A suitable medium for self-confinement of coherent and incoherent light
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Nematic liquid crystals exhibit a saturable, noninstantaneous nonlinear response through light-induced re-
orientation. In such a material, we demonstrate that (211)-dimensional spatial solitary waves can be gener-
ated at milliwatt power levels not only with a coherent optical beam, but also with incoherent excitations.
Self-trapping also allows the efficient guidance of a weak copolarized probe.
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Nematic liquid crystals~NLC’s!, in specific~highly bire-
fringent! orientations of their molecular directors, are po
tive uniaxials subject to a reorientational nonlinear respo
when excited by an intense optical beam@1#. Although sev-
eral experiments have ascertained the nature and featur
this nonlinearity due to the interaction between the elec
field and the induced dipoles@2#, it is only recently that the
formation of spatial solitary waves orsolitons, i.e., field
eigendistributions of self-induced waveguides@3#, has at-
tracted interest and has been investigated in specific N
configurations@4–7#. Rather than referring to the rigorou
definition in terms of eigensolutions of an integrable nonl
ear system@8#, we use the termsoliton in a phenomenologi-
cal sense, with specific reference to the observable prop
tion of a transversely invariant beam through compensa
of diffraction with self-focusing over distances well excee
ing the diffraction length@9,10#. In this scenario, the signifi
cant birefringence and polarization sensitivity, large nonre
nant nonlinearity, and transparency of NLC’s are
attractive—and in some instances intriguing— features w
compared to glasses, semiconductors, and organics. At
ance with previously observed undulation and filamentat
@4#, thermally induced solitary waves@5# and one plus one
dimensional~111D! self-confinement@6#, diffraction can be
overcome in bulk NLC’s and results in stable (211)D spa-
tial solitons through a refractive index increase mediated
the reorientational response@7#. The latter is inherently satu
rable, and can therefore prevent catastrophic collapse ev
the fully 3D case, in contrast to ideal Kerr media@11#. To
sustain a soliton, a linearly polarized optical field exerts
torque on the induced~prealigned! molecular dipoles of a
positive uniaxial NLC, orienting them toward the optical ax
@1,2#. This can be accomplished at low input powers eith
by using a dye dopant to enhance the torque and overc
the Fréedericksz threshold~present when the field vector an
NLC molecular director are normal to each other! @5,12#, or
by launching a combination of TE and TM polarizations in
planar thin film waveguide@6#. However, to ensure that the
mal effects do not prevail on reorientation, a better sui
approach consists in lowering the required soliton excitat
by introducing a pretilt to the molecules of a planarly a
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chored NLC, in such a way as to set them at an~optimal!
angleuo'p/4 with the linearly polarizedE-field vector of
the beam and so eliminate the threshold. A nonlinear opt
perturbation of amplitudeA leads toDu5u02u(A) , which,
modeled by the equation

4K¹'~Du!1e0eauAu2 sin 2u~A!50, ~1!

with ea5ne
22no

2 the birefringence andK the Frank constants
~assumed equal for splay, bend, and twist of the molecu!
@2#, results in an index increaseDn that can be regarded a
weak and treated in the framework of the slowly varyi
envelope approximation@7#. In addition to the above fea
tures, however, the NLC is a slowly responding medium, i
one capable of averaging out rapid variations in the opt
excitation. It has been previously demonstrated only in p
torefractives, which also exhibit a relatively slow nonlinea
ity, that the noninstantaneous and saturable response
‘‘speckled’’ or spatially incoherent optical beam with fa
point-to-point phase fluctuations allows the formation of ‘‘i
coherent’’ solitons@13#. This class of spatial solitons, excite
by a beam with a low degree of spatial coherence, can
described by an infinite set of coupled nonline
Schrödinger-like equations to account for the broadened
gular power spectrum@14,15#, and has recently been en
riched by the discovery of gray, dark, antidark, and elliptic
incoherent solitons in photorefractives@16#.

In this Rapid Communication, using the technique e
ployed in@7# to introduce a director preorientation, we repo
on the formation and propagation of 3D spatial solita
waves in planarly oriented undoped NLCs regardless of
degree of spatial coherence of the input light beam at mic
watt power excitations. In either the coherent or partia
incoherent case, the spatial solitons can also confine a c
larized signal beam at a different wavelength, thereby s
gesting important implications in terms of all-optical routin

Our samples were 1-cm-wide glass cells containing
‘‘E7’’ NLC ~no51.53, ne51.77 at room temperature!. Two
plane parallel glass slides, coated with~i! indium tin oxide
for the application of an external voltage and~ii ! SiO2 to
allow the planar NLC orientation, were mounted at sepa
tions of either 75 or 50mm, while a third SiO2-coated slide
was attached perpendicularly to the other two in order
define the air-NLC input interface. The latter prevented
formation of a meniscus and the undesired depolarization
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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the laser beam upon entering the cell. The NLC director w
oriented in the~x,z! principal plane containing the extern
field ~voltage! versorx ~‘‘ e’’ polarization! and the propaga
tion axisz of the optical beam, while the slides were paral
to the ~y,z! plane. A sketch of the cell with pretilt (u0) is
shown in Fig. 1 together with the experimental setup.

We ensured that the power of the beam launched into
cell was low enough not to induce thermo-optic effe
through absorption and heating. In our samples, depen
on the external bias and optical intensity, the light be
propagating in the NLC would~a! always diffract inx andy
if linearly polarized alongy ~o ray!; ~b! diffract in x and y
when polarized alongx ~e ray! if no voltage was applied
despite an initial self-focusing at high intensities;~c! be able
to form a spatial soliton when polarized alongx and travers-
ing the NLC with molecular director pretilted atu0 in the
~x,z! plane by the external bias~alongx!.

We acquired images of the light scattered out of the tra
parent cell and, for a meaningful comparison between lin
and nonlinear propagation at the same excitations, we va
the beam linear polarization fromo to e, respectively. Optical
o rays (iy) were always normal to the director and wi
fluences below the Fre´edericksz threshold, therefore resu
ing in linear diffraction. Typical results corresponding
cases~a!–~c! above are shown in Fig. 2 for a cw spatial
coherent laser beam at 514 nm and a 75-mm-thick cell. It is
noteworthy that, despite increases in excitation, in the
sence of pretilt~i.e., u05p/2! the diffractive behavior~b!
persisted with larger divergences due to an initial se

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the~a! NLC cell and~b! experi-
mental setup. The rotating diffuser and the optics around it~L1 and
L2, polarizerP! allowed us to study the effects of partial incohe
ence. The microscope objective~Obj.! was a 203 lens with nu-
merical aperture~NA! of 0.4. Additional wave plates, filters, polar
izers, and the Fourier transform lens are not shown.
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focusing. When a bias of 1 V~rms at 1 kHz! was applied
along the optical axisx, for input powers as low as 2 mW
~before the cell!, we observed self-confinement and solita
waves @Fig. 2~c!# for propagation distances approaching
mm, one order of magnitude in excess of the Rayleigh len
estimated from the angular divergence@Fig. 2~a!#. Finally,
even though the NLC nonlinearity is complicated by a no
local, polarization-sensitive, and saturable response as c
pared to the ideal Kerr case, we verified that two intersect
spatial solitons survive their collision when launched at po
ers close to threshold. This can be clearly appreciated in
2~d!. The above results are in good agreement with a sc
model derived in the frame of weak perturbation of a lossl
medium with a uniform angular distribution of the director
the ~e,o! plane@7#. Moreover, they demonstrate the reorie
tational origin of the 3D spatial soliton visible in Fig. 2~c!.
Narrower solitons could be obtained in thinner cells, due
the stronger bounds enforced by the anchorage upon
NLC molecules. As in@7#, we verified that a weaker collin
ear copolarized signal beam was guided by the soliton e
at longer wavelengths (633.514 nm), as expected for a
optically induced self-waveguide in a saturable Kerr-like m
dium @3,17#.

In our samples, typical optical responses ranged from t
to hundreds of milliseconds, depending on excitation, b
and cell thickness. While a slow time response would be
issue in applications requiring fast data-stream processin
allows the liquid crystal to average out rapid intensity var

FIG. 2. Experimental results with a 2-mW spatially cohere
Ar1 beam in a 75-mm-thick NLC cell. ~a! Diffraction of a
v-polarized beam, with an 11° angular divergence~the visible slant
is due to the microscope positioning!; ~b! diffraction of an
x-polarized beam~e ray! without director pretilt~no voltage bias!;
~c! spatial soliton formation from ane-ray beam in a cell withV
51 V ~rms!; ~d! collision of two solitons as in~c!, but launched 80
mm and 20° apart from each other at nearly opposite angles
respect toz; the direction of propagation of each individual solito
remains unchanged after collision.
3-2
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tions across the beam and, therefore, to support the prop
tion of incoherent solitons through a reorientation govern
by Eq. ~1!, substitutinguAu2 by ^uAu2&. To assess this prop
erty, reported to date only in photorefractives@13#, we in-
serted a rotating random diffuser in the path of our~multi-
longitudinal mode! argon laser at 514 nm@Fig. 1~b!#. The
diffuser introduces some losses and a wider angular spr
ing of the beam propagating through the collimating a
focusing optics. Following the diffuser, a linear polarizerP
guaranteed the desiredE-field orientation along eitherx or y.
The effects of the spatial incoherence can be clearly ap
ciated in Fig. 3~a!, showing the linearspeckle-drivendiffrac-
tion of such a beam in the NLC cell. The beam size–t
speckle ~BTS! average ratio determined the amount
additional diffraction, which was controlled by acting on th
spot size at the diffuser when held stationary. A confo
telescope@lensesL1, L2 in Fig. 1~b!# and an additional lens

FIG. 4. Spatial soliton threshold versus degree of spatial in
herence in the plane~y,z!. The data were acquired with green lig
~514 nm! propagating through the rotating diffuser at various po
tionsDzDiff from the focus of theL1-L2 telescope@Fig. 1~b!#. Error
bars correspond to the uncertainty in estimating the soliton thr
old, while the dashed line indicates the coherent case. The abs
values in parentheses are the standard deviations of the spectraDKy

normalized to the coherent valueDKy0 after integration overKx .
The inset shows a comparison between normalized optical Fo
transforms of beams with diffuser atDzDiff 50 ~solid line, beam
waist'8 mm! and atDzDiff 520 mm~dashed line, waist'400mm!.

FIG. 3. Experimental results with spatiotemporally incoher
light from an Ar1 laser, power 2.7 mW.~a! Linear diffraction of a
y-polarized beam~o ray!; ~b! soliton formed by anx-polarized~e
ray! beam withV51 V ~rms!.
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allowed us to estimate the degree of spatial incoherence f
the ratio of the width of the optical Fourier spectrum o
tained with the diffuser to the one corresponding to the
herent beam. We operated with BTS ratios between 4 and
as measured by interfering a second spatially coherent b
with the one employed for the excitation, before the focus
optics. Nevertheless, when properly polarized and launc
in a voltage biased cell, albeit spatiotemporally incohere
the beam self-trapped, as shown in Fig. 3~b! for excitations
slightly higher (2.7.2 mW) than for its coherent counter
part.

Figure 4 shows the soliton-threshold power versus deg
of induced spatial incoherence in the~y,z! plane. The values
on the vertical axis were measured before the cell, a
should be scaled down by a factor of 0.93 taking into a
count Fresnel reflections at the air/glass and glass/NLC
terfaces. Notice that, despite the nominal increase in Fou
spectrum, the presence of apertures~finite NA lenses and cell
thickness! in the beam path introduces significant spatial
tering and therefore limits the effective degree of incoh
ence. The labels on the horizontal axis refer to the be
properties in the~y,z! plane, monitored through image acqu
sition as in Fig. 3~b!. The linear values~in millimeters! indi-
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FIG. 5. Experimental results with a spatially incoherent sig
from a He-Ne laser, power 100mW. ~a! Linear diffraction of an
o-polarized beam;~b! e-polarized signal confined by the spati
soliton @Fig. 3~b!#.

FIG. 6. Experiments with spatially incoherent Ar1 ~pump! and
He-Ne~signal! beams~Figs. 3 and 5, respectively!. ~a! Transverse
intensity profiles of the pump sampled at distancesz5500 ~solid
line!, 700 ~dashed line!, and 900mm ~dotted line!; ~b! correspond-
ing profiles for the signal. The thick dot-dashed lines refer to
beam profiles atz50.9 mm after linear propagation~i.e., o rays of
equal input fluence!.
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cate the position of the diffuser away from the focal plane
L1 and L2, while the numbers in parentheses indicate
width of the optical Fourier spectrum with respect to t
coherent case. As shown for a typical case in the inset,
evaluated the pertinent spectral width along the wave n
ber Ky after integrating the spatial dependence alongKx .
The spectra shown in the inset correspond to the diffuse
z50 ~focal plane, solid line! and z520 mm, respectively;
although characterized by the same overall integral, t
were normalized to the same peak value to emphasize
broadening caused by the increased incoherence.

Finally, the optically induced~soliton! waveguide was
able to confine not only a weaker coherent~copolarized and
collinear! signal~at 633 nm in our experiment!, but also one
traversing the same rotating diffuser employed for the pu
@see Fig. 1~b!#, as visible in Fig. 5. This led us to specula
that the nonlinearly formed waveguide was highly mu
mode, i.e., able to confine several modes even at the lo
wavelength of the probe@15#. Figure 6 shows the acquire
profile of these incoherent solitary beams at 514 nm~the
writing beam! and 633 nm~the signal!. Despite the limited
.
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experimental accuracy, the invariance of the transverse w
can be clearly appreciated and compared with the linear
fractive case~obtained by launching theo ray!.

In conclusion, we demonstrated (211)-dimensional spa-
tial solitons at milliwatt power in electrically biased plan
cells with a nematic liquid crystal, not only in the case
coherent excitations but also when employing spatially in
herent beams. The solitons or optically induced chan
waveguides were able to confine the writing beam an
weaker signal of equal polarization, regardless of the deg
of spatial coherence of either of them.

The reported phenomena are wavelength independent
to the nonresonant nature of the nonlinearity, and are obs
able with light-emitting diode sources or white light. The
appear relevant for the implementation of all optically reco
figurable and readdressable interconnects in transparen
tical networks.
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